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Abstract 
In this work, we have successfully demonstrated the rear side passivation technology applied to multi-crystalline p-type wafers. 
The AlOx/SiNx stack was selected as rear side passivation layer combined with suitable laser opening source and metallization 
materials. The performance of multi-crystalline cell reached an efficiency level of 18%-19% applying this technology and the 
light induced degradation and module power output performance are attractive compared with current cell type. 
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1. Introduction 
In the p-type crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cell industry, over 80% of manufactured cells apply the full area Al-
back surface field (full Al-BSF) structure which provides a good ohmic contact and a reasonable passivation quality 
on the rear side. With significant progress on the front side design (such as emitter and metallization) in the recent 
years, the full Al-BSF structure has become the dominate efficiency limiting factor for the devices. In order to 
further enhance the cell’s performance, rear side passivation technology has been considered as the next generation 
industrial cell structure (so-called PERC structure). The significant efficiency gain of this structure originates from 
the reduced recombination velocity and high internal reflection on the rear side [1-3]. Besides, this technology is 
compatible with the conventional cell process and current module assembling approach with only a few additional 
process steps inserted. 
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However, light-induced degradation (LID) in boron-doped c-Si cells is known to be a detrimental effect 
especially on the rear side passivated cells [4]. The degradation has been linked to the formation of electrically 
active BsO2i defects which limit the lifetime of the device [5]. Based on this phenomenon, we apply rear side 
passivation structure on the multi-crystalline silicon (mc-Si) substrate which has much lower oxygen concentration 
compared to the Cz-grown mono substrate. The cell performance, LID degradation loss and module performance are 
investigated. For the rear side passivation structure, Al2O3 thin film is used as passivation layer which has negative 
charges that shield the minority carriers from the interface (field effect passivation) and no parasitic shunting [6] 
occurs. Laser ablation is selected as rear side local opening approach due to its simplified process, high throughput 
and low cost [7]. These features are suitable for the industrial application. Furthermore, different kinds of laser 
sources (nano-second & pico-second) used for the rear side opening are also compared and discussed in this study. 
2. Experimental  
The cells were fabricated using 6” p-type multi-crystalline substrate featuring a base resistivity in the range of 1-3 
Ω-cm. The wafers are textured using acid solution and the advanced emitter was formed. After that, PSG was 
removed from the emitter and cell edge was isolated by wet chemical process. Then the front side of cell was 
passivated with standard SiNx layer and rear side was passivated by AlOx/SiNx stack thin films by PECVD with 
optimized recipes. In the next step, the laser ablation was performed with symmetrical opening pattern. The laser 
source had a wavelength of 532nm with two kinds of pulse width range (50-100 ns / 5-10 ps) for comparison. Then 
suitable screen printing metallization and firing were processed and tuned. The fabricated cells were characterized 
under 1 sun intensity (AM1.5G). 
3. Results and discussions 
The main cell processes related to the PERC structure could be divided into three parts. First is the rear side 
AlOx/SiNx stack thin films deposition. Second is the laser opening condition and pattern design. Third is the 
metallization material selection and firing profile. As shown in Fig.1, we successfully demonstrate the PERC 
structure which obviously exhibits much better quantum efficiency response in the wavelength range 900-1100nm 
compared to the full Al-BSF structure. It also exhibits the higher rear side internal reflection of PERC structure 
which contributes to the higher short circuit current. 
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Fig. 1. External quantum efficiency comparison between full Al-BSF and PERC cells 
 
We apply PERC structure on different mc (multi-crystalline) wafer sources and the average cell results are listed 
in Table 1. The cell efficiency is in the range of 18.0% - 19.0% within these wafers and the average Voc 
performance could exceed 635mv and average Jsc value could exceed 37mA/cm2. These numbers are hardly seen 
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using the full-Al BSF cell structure. With the highest quality mc wafer material A, we obtained an average 
efficiency of about 19 % and a maximum efficiency of 19.5 % confirmed by the TUV Rheinland (Shanghai) Co. 
Ltd.. The data demonstrates that PERC structure also works well on the mc wafers.  
 
Table 1. The electrical characteristics of PERC cells on different multi-crystalline wafer sources 
Wafer Eff. (%) FF (%) Voc (V) Jsc (mA/cm2) 
 
Source A 
Source B 
Source C 
19.04 
18.73 
18.56 
78.60 
77.85 
77.77 
646.7 
643.5 
639.5 
37.46 
37.39 
37.32 
 
 
One of the reasons using mc wafers is that LID (light-induced degradation) is low which results from the lower 
oxygen concentration compared to the Cz-grown mono wafers. The oxygen concentration of mc wafers and Cz-
grown mono wafers are normally in the range of 2-10ppma and 12-20ppma respectively. We process both wafers 
into full Al-BSF and PERC cells and these cells are subjected to the illumination intensity of 1000W/m2 for 60 
hours. The LID results are listed in Table 2. The PERC cells have higher LID degradation compared to the full Al-
BSF cells regardless of the wafers are used. However, the LID increment by the PERC process on mc wafers is 
around 1% which is less than the LID increment on Cz-grown mono wafers (which is around 2%). It is 
advantageous for applying PERC process on mc wafers than on Cz-grown wafers from the LID loss point of view. 
On the other hand, we also observe the weakness and limitation of p-type wafers clearly from this data. 
 
Table 2. The LID results of full Al-BSF & PERC cells using mc & Cz-grown mono wafers (15-20 data point/group) 
Cell_Wafer Full Al-BSF_mc  Full Al-BSF_Cz  PERC_mc  PERC_Cz  
 
LID (%)  0.5-1.0% 2.5-3.0% 1.5-2.5% 4.5-5.5%  
 
The module power obtained with the mc Si PERC technology is 2 bin classes higher than for the mc Si Al-BSF 
cells as shown in Table 3. In addition, the module power level of PERC cells using mc wafers is comparable or even 
little higher than the conventional full Al-BSF cells using the Cz-mono wafers. Although the cell efficiency of 
PERC mc cells is less than full Al-BSF Cz-mono cells, the full square substrate area of mc substrate is larger than 
conventional pseudo-square Cz-mono substrate. Besides, the lower CTM (cell to module) loss of mc cells also 
contributes to the final module power output. The mc module power output applied with PERC technology has 
achieved another level.  
 
Table 3. The module power output (60-cells) of full Al-BSF & PERC cells using mc & Cz-grown mono wafers (5-10 data points/group) 
Cell_Wafer Full Al-BSF_mc  PERC_mc  Full Al-BSF_Cz   
 
Cell efficiency (%)  
Module power output (W) 
17.6/17.8 
255 - 260 
18.4/18.6 
265 - 270 
19.2/19.4 
262 - 267 
 
 
 
As for the rear side opening, laser is selected as the opening tool for the PERC process due to its high throughput 
and low cost. In Table 4, we compare two kinds of laser sources and check the local BSF formation phenomenon by 
the cross-section SEM analysis as shown in Fig. 2. The higher damage to the silicon substrate of nano second laser 
due to its higher pulse intensity (8.66 J/cm2) compared to the pico second laser (1.47 J/cm2) on the opening area 
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seems not detrimental to the cell performance. Contrarily, cells applying nano second laser ablation exhibits better 
Voc performance than those applying pico second laser. The SEM cross-section image also shows that nano second 
laser ablated sample results in thicker BSF layer around 3-4 um, which is roughly 0.5-1um thicker than pico second 
laser. The melted smooth surface after nano second laser ablation seems favorable for the local BSF formation. The 
damage caused by the laser after local BSF formation process (high-temperature firing) is not an issue in this case. 
 
Table 4. The electrical characteristics of PERC cells with different laser sources 
Laser pulse Eff. (%) FF (%) Voc (mV) Jsc (mA/cm2)  
Nano second 
Pico second 
18.70 
18.63 
78.36 
77.56 
645.1 
643.4 
36.98 
36.85 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. The SEM cross sectional images of pico & nano laser ablated cell 
 
4. Conclusion 
In this article, the PERC structure on mc wafer has been successfully demonstrated. The AlOx/SiNx stack thin 
films on the rear side of p-type mc wafer exhibits good passivation quality. Combined with suitable laser opening 
and metallization materials an acceptable local BSF formation could be achieved. The efficiency of mc wafer based 
solar cells reached the level of over 18% and up to 19% applying this structure. Additionally, the LID and module 
power output performance are also attractive compared with current conventional cell type. The above results 
clearly show that the PERC structure is a highly potential solution of next generation p-type mc cells. 
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